
Advertisement Specifications 2017

including interactive and full HTML5



Creative Assets
When creating  static advertisements for upload to Specle for The EDIT and PORTER, you 
must remember the following:

- Please remember to save the creative with the highest-resolution as possible for upload.
- Adding hyperlinks to your creative: you need to add a hyperlink and export the creative as an 
interactive PDF before you upload to Specle.

eg, File > Export > Format: Adobe PDF (Interactive)

Screen Specifications

All images must be SAVED FOR WEB

Resolution 300 dpi

Portrait : W 1536 px x H 1960 px 

Horizontal : W 2048 px x H 1448 px

iPhone portrait : W 750 px x W 1158 px

Sizing

File Format: PDF 1.7

PDF Image Resolution (PPI): 144 ppi

Minimum Font Size: 15 px (15 pt in PDF)

Colour: sRGB (export and convert all text, vectors, and images to sRGB)

Transparency: Transparency should be preserved – not flattened

Blending Space: sRGB

PDF/X: PDF/X should not be used for Tablet & Mobile devices



Interactivity safe zone

• Maximum file size for HTML5 zip files is 3MB
• Externally created HTML5 ads must be supplied at least 5 days prior to deadline
• Your HTML5 ad has to work within another interactive environment: the publication.
• That publication has its own navigation elements such as allowing the reader to swipe to the next page, 

access the tablet of contents and to share or bookmark articles.
• It is important that your ad does not interfere with these functions.
• The ad must not include interactive elements within the hot zone. 
• The area of your ad that is allowed to have interactive elements is called the interactivity safety zone.
• Below is an example showing these interactivity zones.

File encoding
All HTML files must be Unicode. If a file is not encoded correctly, it may appear as a blank page.

Offline Access
Remember that all assets must be included, so that ads are fully visible and functional when
the user is offline. Hyperlinks are supported but remember that they will not be accessible if
a user is offline.

Flash
• Please note that any creative built in Flash will not appear on iOS devices.
• PLEASE DO NOT provide an interactive advertisement built in Flash, we will not be able to run this and it 

will be pulled from the issue.
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Interactive elements
HTML5 <video> and <audio> elements are allowed.

Video *subject to agreed pricing plan with the advertising team
For video, we support only MPEG-4 video (Baseline profile)
Formats : MP4 no flash files
Main profile level 3.1 with AAC-LC audio up to 160kbps per channel
48kHz
Aim for at least 1MB for every 30 seconds for an acceptable quality threshold
Total video should not exceed 5MB (anything over may require streaming)
Try to aim for a video no longer than 60 seconds
30fps
Stereo audio in a.mp4 file format
Provide unlocked
Unless the video is streamed, the video will have downloaded as part of the app 
(available to the user even when off-line).

Folder Structure
Please supply a dedicated folder for each HTML5 feature (or ad). 
The HTML page must exist in the root of the directory. CSS,  fonts, images, JavaScript and 
other assets can be placed within sub-directories if desired (see below).

Folder contents
HTML5 ad creative must be supplied in a zip format and contain the following items:
“index.html” page - there should be only one html file in the root directory.
“cache.manifest” (a manifest file)
CSS stylesheet
Related images and assets (including video if used) - all assets should be included and nothing should be 
referenced externally
javascript libraries and any other dependant libraries used must be delivered

Text/Fonts
As your advertisement will appear on different devices, it is important to try to maintain text
instead of rasterising it. 
Any fonts used that are non-standard should always be packaged up and contained within the final 
zip file.
(This may not always be possible as you may not be able to access a web version of the font, or have 
a license to include it.)



Hyperlinks
All URLs should open when in the in-app browser.
You should set hyperlinks to open in a new window. In general this will cause the app to
use the in-app browser.

We currently use PugPig and you will need to use the prefix:

http://www.

Images
• You should include images that are higher resolution for retina displays.
• Please check how your images handle on retina screens. Newer iPads and other tablets have high resolution
     screens, but many platforms require HTML to be created to a size designed for older iPads.
• If you create HTML designed only for retina screens, it may not download on older devices - please be 

aware of this.

Screen specifications

All images must be SAVED FOR WEB

Resolution 72 dpi

Portrait : 1536 x 1960
Horizontal : 2048 x 1448
iPhone portrait : W 750 px x W 1158 px

File delivery
Specle – Go to http://specle.net/uk/yoox-net-a-porter-group to deliver your advertisement. 
Specle is a web-based advertising delivery solution that will preflight and check your file to our specification 
and deliver it safely to us. 

Files should be labelled in the following format: 

Publication_TA_Issue_Client Name – e.g PORTER_TA_SPR15_CLIENTNAME. 

•  SPR17 = Spring 2017              • FALL17 = Fall 2017 
•  SUM17 = Summer 2017   • WIN17 = Winter 2017
•  SUMES17 = Summer Escape 2017  • WINES17 = Winter Escape 2017

Optimisation
Please be aware PORTER digital is a GLOBAL edition, which appears worldwide in different regions.
PORTER will be displayed across iOS and Android platforms please ensure you can optimise for both.
(with the range of devices PORTER can be displayed on, you should make sure you letterbox and scale appropriately)

Audio
For audio, please provide an uncompressed MP3 audio file.
MP3 (16 to 320 kbps)



Indicating Interactivity
Your ad will often be sitting amongst non-interactive pages, a big design consideration to
make is to make it glaringly obvious that your ad is interactive. A big ‘Click Here’, or ‘Play’ button is usually a 
good idea.

Testing
You should always test your ads in Specle, to do this follow below instructions
• First, ensure that the screen shot accurately reflects the ad in the portrait dimension. Specle chooses the 

largest portrait device for its job preview
• Then ensure that it correctly previews in the web view. Click the preview link to view in the browser (note 

you need a monitor that is at least as big as the device in pixels to show it at full size)
• Finally, preview the ad on all the devices that you expect the ad to run on. Ideally, you should use an iPhone 

and iPad, and as many other devices as you can. You can use the ‘email me a preview link’ to email yourself 
a link to the ad that you can use. Click the “Preview on Device” button and follow the instructions to pre-
view the ad in the same app environment as the publication.

• If you have any concerns after using Preview on Device, you should try previewing the ad in a full screen 
browser on your device. We recommend using Clear Browser on iOS which is available on the app store. 
If anything does not appear as you expect, you should attempt to resolve the problem yourself. Contact 
your developer or platform provider to modify the code the resolve the issue. Do not send the ad to the 
publisher if you notice any issue with the ad in this preview process.

You should also test your ad in context. 
Please make sure all sign off and testing is done before you upload your zip file to Specle.
Please can you make sure testing is done in situ alongside other advertisements, please make sure you enable a 
blocker button either side, so you can swipe to the previous and following pages.
This will test how your ad loads and unloads, and whether you interact with the publication navigation

HTML Performance & QA

Javascript
Most Javascript will not run as fast within publications as it does in the browser. 
This is because most publications do not have access to the javascript accelerator that is built into the default
browser (currently). 
Try to minimize the complexity of javascript and remove unnecessary functions.

Blocking events
DO NOT BLOCK BASIC EVENTS. 
Often on the web, you are trying to prevent the user from zooming, scrolling, or navigating away from your ad. 
This is a very bad idea in publications.
This is likely to prevent the reader from swiping past your ad or from interacting with the publication
navigation elements.

Load time
The reader can swipe through pages very quickly. If your ad takes more than a fraction of a
second to load, the reader may just see a blank page and swipe past it. Try to include a low
res ‘loading’ screen even if you think it will only take a second to load. This may increase the
number of people that engage with your ad dramatically.



Contact Details For Advertisements:
Email: mediaproduction@net-a-porter.com 

 Contact: Alicia Shepherd +44 (0)20 3471 5567

Specle

To register a new account, if required, visit the Specle website and follow on screen instructions. 
Should you have any questions or queries contact the 

Specle helpdesk on +44 (0)20 7871 3555 • email: support@specle.net • net-a-porter-group.specle.net

Please note
PORTER reserve all rights to pull an advertisement at any given time if all guidelines within the Interactive 
Specification document are not followed. Please note, all guidelines are subject to change.
Please ensure testing and bug checking is all done prior to uploading the final version to Specle.


